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Gregory O’Brien
MB ChBMAMD FRCPsych FRCPCH FRANZCP

Formerly Professor of Developmental Psychiatry, Northumbria

University and the University of Queensland; Consultant

Psychiatrist and Associate Medical Director, Northumberland,

Tyne and Wear NHS Foundation Trust; Senior Psychiatrist with

the Queensland Mental Health Assessment and Outreach

Team of Disability Services.

Greg O’Brien, who died recently aged 59 years, played a

major part in developing the character of the speciality of the

psychiatry of intellectual disability, first in the UK and then in

Australia.

Greg entered intellectual disability psychiatry in the

1980s at a time when its role and future were being

questioned. Over the next 30 years, he helped develop its

clinical and academic character. Within the Royal College of

Psychiatrists, he was elected Chair of the Faculty of Psychiatry

of Intellectual Disability in 2002 and appointed Associate

Dean in 2006, an office that gave him a wider opportunity

to develop psychiatric education. He was appointed to the

academic chair in Developmental Psychiatry at Northumbria

University in 2004. Martin Bax drew him into the Society for

the Study of Behavioural Phenotypes and the Ronnie MacKeith

group where he was able to focus on autism and epilepsy.

These various worlds had in common a clannish, crusading

nature, which Greg explored with energy and ebullience,

fermenting ideas through encounters that included long

journeys, long lunches, research meetings and conferences. His

numerous publications reflect a wide range of concepts and

approaches to clinical practice. In particular, he was the senior

editor of Behavioural Phenotypes, the first textbook published on

this subject.

The College gave Greg a further forum which he relished,

enjoying its influence on psychiatric training and service

development. Like others, he had set out to be a child

psychiatrist, only to be drawn into the fast-changing,

multidisciplinary adventure of intellectual disability. Both

locally as a medical director and nationally as the faculty

chair, he was effective in steering professional and service

development through the surf of repetitive reconfiguration that

characterises the NHS. His apparent confidence in doing this

was achieved only by careful preparation.

An unfashionable specialty, Greg made sure the Faculty

of Psychiatry of Intellectual Disability would be a significant

source of support for many isolated members. Its growth

inevitably brought some loss of informality and intimacy.

Greg’s antidote was to foster the inclusive, all-are-welcome

ethos that was the Faculty’s hallmark. He started the tradition

of after-dinner music at Faculty meetings, the sessions

extending through the night and becoming, for some, the

highlight of the programme.

While still at the height of this career, he left the UK

in 2010 to move to Queensland, where he succeeded in

recapturing the pioneering spirit that had inspired him in the

UK, developing a new service and its academic base.

Appointed Senior Staff Specialist on the Mental Assessment

and Outreach Team of Disability Services and to the chair in

Developmental Psychiatry at Griffith University, he set about a

similar campaign to convince the Royal Australian and New

Zealand College of Psychiatrists not only that there were

powerful intellectual challenges in neurodevelopmental

psychiatry but also that this could become the most human

and clubbable of the psychiatric specialties.

Greg grew up in Paisley, where his family and school

(St Aloysius College) left him with the strong sense of social

justice that would underpin his life. His father, Jack O’Brien,

was a Glasgow trade unionist. After graduating from Aberdeen

Medical School, Greg entered psychiatry in Newcastle. There

he met Barbara, who was to become a specialist in paediatric

intensive care, and whom he later married. The O’Briens moved

to Cambridge in 1986, where Greg took up a post as lecturer in

the Department of Psychiatry, specialising in intellectual

disability. In 1991, he returned to Newcastle to become a

consultant at Northgate Hospital. There, with Ken Day as his

mentor, he focused on forensic psychiatry and medical

management. At the same time, he completed his MD and set

about fostering academic development in his specialty,

directing the regional training programme, organising research,

editing a series of books and managing the politics of a

professorial chair.

Throughout his career, Greg remained a clinician, seeing,

treating and learning from individuals, their families, friends

and carers. He had an intense enthusiasm combined with

the strong sense of humour that carried him through his

career. Behind the jollity and extravagance of manner was a

keen awareness that he was lucky to have such congenial
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employment. He was always ready to help colleagues with

advice that was not only intelligible but also constructive.

He was a great confidant, recognising the normality of

imperfection. For Greg, however, the real world was rooted

in his family and friends whose own lives were shaped

by his warmth and humanity.

His illustrated life on Facebook, written from Australia,

was about fun, friends and family (blithely ignoring the cancer

that developed a year after his arrival) and he lived life to the

full, right up to the point when he wrote a dignified letter of

farewell to the Australian College (https://www.ranzcp.org/

Membership/Subspecialty-groups/Interest-Groups/Intellectual-

Developmental-Disabilities/SIGPIDD-Newsletter-May-

2014.aspx). He returned to Newcastle and made arrangements

for his disposal (a funeral mass at the cathedral, a crowded wake

and then, on the following day, a more private cremation).

Greg O’Brien died of cancer on 13 July 2014 at his home in

Newcastle upon Tyne. He is survived by his wife, Barbara, and

their children, Áine and Daniel.
Tom Berney
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This book will surprise you,

shock you, and intrigue you but

ultimately it will fill you with

admiration and respect for the

author. It is the personal

memoir of Jo McFarlane, a

woman who was born into

adversity but who has

triumphed, very much against

the odds. She is that rare

human being: sensitive,

thoughtful, positive, driven and

without bitterness. A living

example of what resilience

means in practice.

Her life started in ‘virtual

squalor with dry rot and gaping holes in the floor’. She goes on:

‘Ours was a dirty, freezing home infested with vermin’. As if

the utter material deprivation was not enough she experienced

sexual abuse at the hand of both her father and brother and the

circumstances were unspeakable: ‘The politics of my parents’

sex life was played out openly among the children. We knew

that he wanted it all the time and that she hated it. This was an

enduring source of tension in their marriage and they often

embroiled us in the drama [ . . . ] One of her avoidance

strategies was to have me sleep in their bed between them. I

soon became an outlet for his sexual frustration’. The whole

family were subjected to her father’s unpredictable moods

which ‘like flames could blaze at the slightest provocation and

burn for hours; at other times they were extinguished in a

breath [ . . . ] So unpredictable were his rages that the

atmosphere was like a bomb ticking towards its inevitable

climax’.

This deprived and abusive childhood formed the backdrop

of her psychiatric history in adulthood. Her account of

her many admissions, treatments, suicide attempts, and

relationships with psychiatrists, nurses and social workers is

written with candour. It is an unsparing honesty with which she

describes her own behaviour with unswerving clarity and

objectivity. There is no sentimentality, self-pity or excuses here.

It is an analytic mind that is on display, one that is eloquent

and self-assured in how it handles language and ideas. She

says of one of her depressive spells: ‘A military metaphor is the

most apt I can think of to describe the war zone in my head. It

was not a benign melancholy but a splintering of faculties, a

torture even to exist. The rapid gunfire of destructive thoughts

supplanted my will to survive’. Again, ‘I was so paranoid I

thought Kathryn had hidden cameras in my flat, that they were

all watching and laughing at my distress, that they could hear

what the voices were saying to me and were using them to

drive me to suicide. I felt I had to get away from the Royal

Edinburgh as far as possible and I boarded a night bus for

London. The journey was hell because of my mental state’.

The depiction of life on psychiatric wards, of good

relationships with psychiatrists, of the exemplary quality of the

interactions with some nurses, and of the kindness and

generosity of many people underlines what is admirable and

exceptional in mental health services. But, sadly, there are

many examples of abuse, of disinterest, of perfunctory

interactions, of gross neglect and of errors of judgement. What

is impressive is that Jo McFarlane takes the good and the ugly

in her stride and she emerges as an astonishing human being.

This memoir stands alongside the great memoirs of

Daniel Schreber, Janet Frame, William Styron and Kay Redfield

Jamison. It sheds light on the intersections of disrupted

attachment in early life, of traumatising abuse and of biological

vulnerability to psychosis. It reveals the unheard but real voice

of a fragile self that is masked by serious illness. And

McFarlane’s own ambition in writing this book is to be ‘an
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